CommonWealth
Resource Management Corporation

July 17, 2012

The Municipal Review Committee, Inc.
c/o Greg Lounder, Solid Waste Planner
Eastern Maine Development Corporation
40 Harlow Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
RE:

Review of the Tip Fee for the Third Quarter of 2012

Dear Members of the MRC:
In July 2012, the Municipal Review Committee (the MRC) received from the Penobscot
Energy Recovery Company (PERC) a calculation of the tipping fee for the first quarter of
2012 (the Quarterly Adjustment, which is provided as Attachment 1). The Quarterly
Adjustment calculates a tipping fee of $ 73.00 per ton that would be in effect for (a)
Charter Municipalities that have executed the Second Amended, Restated and Extended
Waste Disposal Agreements (the Waste Disposal Agreement); and (b) other entities with
contracts that use the Quarterly Adjustment as a basis for contract tip fees.
PERC supplied the following materials to document the Quarterly Adjustment: (1) data
and information in support of the calculation of bond interest costs applicable to the
quarter and projected for the upcoming quarter, provided as Exhibit A; (2) tons of and
disposal costs for ash, glass and grit, non-processibles and ferrous materials on both a
cash and accrual basis, provided as Exhibit B; and (3) tons of waste delivered for each
month to date in 2012 for all customers, for each of the Charter Municipalities and other
municipalities having disposal contracts with PERC; and for sources of out-of-state spot
market waste, provided as Exhibits C-1 through C-3. PERC had separately provided
monthly performance reports for its facility (the Facility) through May 2012.
CommonWealth Resource Management Corporation (CommonWealth) has reviewed and
duplicated PERC’s calculations of the Quarterly Adjustment, and has reviewed various
aspects of the performance of the Facility. This letter presents our review of the
Quarterly Adjustment. Comments and recommendations on management of Performance
Credits and Net Cash Flow are provided in a separate letter.
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1. Charter Municipalities and tonnage data. Regarding the customer and tonnage data
and estimates provided by PERC:


Actual 2012 deliveries vs. 2011. The Charter Municipalities as a group delivered
46,574 tons in the past quarter as compared to 47,026 tons in the second quarter of
2011 --- a decrease of 452 tons (-1.0%).



Equity Charter Municipalities. The Equity Charter Municipalities as a group
delivered 41,917 tons in the past quarter as compared to 42,205 tons in the second
quarter of 2011 --- a decrease of 288 tons (-0.7%).



New Charter Municipalities. The New Charter Municipalities delivered 4,658
tons in the past quarter, as compared to 4,821 tons delivered in the second quarter
of 2011 --- a decrease of 163 tons (-3.4 percent).



Deliveries vs. GAT. In the first two quarters of 2012, the Charter Municipalities
delivered 46.5% of the annual aggregate Guaranteed Annual Tonnage (GAT) of
184,252 tons per year.
MSW Deliveries to PERC in 2012 and 2011, tons by calendar quarter
Equity Charters

1Q
2Q

2012
35,116
41,917

2011
35,352
42,205

Change
%
(236) -0.7%
(288) -0.7%

New Charters

2012
3,877
4,658

2011
Change
%
4,045
(168) -4.1%
4,821
(163) -3.4%

All Charters

2012
38,993
46,574

2011
39,397
47,026

Change
%
(404) -1.0%
(452) -1.0%
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Deliveries of individual Charter Municipalities. The following Charter
Municipalities had significant absolute declines in tonnage in the second quarter
of 2012 compared to the second quarter of 2011: Bangor, Mt. Desert, China,
Lincoln. Clinton. Rockland and Mid-Maine SWD (Equity Charters); and
Wiscasset, Belfast, Springfield, N. Katahdin, Oakfield and Passadumkeag
(New Charters). The Charter Municipalities with the most significant increases in
tonnage in 2012 over the second quarter of 2012 include Fairfield, Mid-Coast
SWD, Winthrop and Bar Harbor (Equity Charters), and Tri-County SWMO
and Piscataquis County (New Charters).



Towns without Charter or long-term agreements. The long-term communities that
have not yet switched to charter status (two as of the end of the quarter –
Burlington, and Lowell) delivered 64 tons in the quarter. The host community
of Orrington delivered 469 tons in the quarter. The Towns of Detroit,
Ellsworth, Frankfort, Monroe, Pittsfield, Prospect and Winterport delivered
1,651 tons of waste in the quarter under successor arrangements to the OWL
agreements. In addition, the Town of Willimantic (9 tons in the quarter), the
Town of Warren (230 tons in the quarter), the Town of Greenville (196 tons in
the quarter) and the Towns of Nobleboro and Jefferson (960 tons in the quarter)
are shown as delivering waste on the list of PERC customers on Exhibit C-1, but
are not Charter Municipalities per Exhibit C-2.



Out-of-state spot waste and supplemental fuel. PERC received more out-of-state
spot market waste in the quarter than had been budgeted in the prior quarterly
adjustment (4,796 actual tons vs. 3,000 budgeted tons). PERC did not use wood
chips as supplemental fuel in the quarter.



Summary of all sources of waste. The sources of waste to PERC in the quarter
and the year to date are summarized in the following table:
Tons

2Q 2012
Share of total

2012 year to date
Tons
Share of total

Municipal waste

Charter Municipalities
Equity
New
Total
LT contracts expired in 2004
Other (OW L and short-term)
Host community
Subtotal

Commercial waste

In-state commercial
Out-of-state
Subtotal

Total

41,753.25
4,821.14
46,574.39
63.77
3,044.10
468.91
50,151.17

49.8%
5.8%
55.6%
0.1%
3.6%
0.6%
59.8%

76,869.43
8,698.43
85,567.86
116.18
5,621.77
870.12
92,175.93

50.5%
5.7%
56.2%
0.1%
3.7%
0.6%
60.5%

7,814.52
25,835.42
33,649.94

9.3%
30.8%
40.2%

14,507.04
45,606.40
60,113.44

9.5%
29.9%
39.5%

83,801.11

100.0%

152,289.37

100.0%
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2. Actual residuals disposal costs. PERC's actual total residuals disposal costs for the
prior quarter included in the tip fee calculation were 6.2 percent less than PERC had
projected, while the quantity of waste received was 2.8 percent more than PERC had
projected. Specifically,


Actual costs for glass and grit disposal were 0.3 percent below the projections.
The glass and grit generation rate varied between 17.0 percent and 18.0 percent in
the quarter.



Actual costs for ash disposal were 11.6 percent below the projections.



Actual costs for non-processibles included in the tip fee calculation, accounting
for landfill disposal and for the cost of the external grinding operation, were 6.2
percent below the projections.



PERC continues to have ferrous material removed at no charge, because the value
of the material covers the cost of transportation to market. The tip fee calculation
included a credit of $986 for disposal of ferrous materials, which corrected a
calculation error from the previous quarter.

PERC did not bypass any waste in the quarter.
Based on our review, CommonWealth agrees that PERC’s calculations of actual
passed-through disposal costs are reasonable.
3. Projected residual stream disposal costs. PERC projects the cost for ash disposal for
the upcoming quarter to be $716,000, equivalent to $8.73 per ton of MSW to be
received in the quarter.
PERC projects the cost for glass and grit disposal for the upcoming quarter to be
$700,000, equivalent to $8.54 per ton of MSW to be received in the quarter. The
estimate assumes that the rate of glass and grit generation will increase slightly in the
quarter.
PERC projects the cost for disposal of non-processibles for the upcoming quarter to
be $100,000, equivalent to $1.22 per ton of MSW to be received, which reflects prior
levels of disposal of this material.
PERC projects a nominal cost for disposition of recovered ferrous material.
Overall, CommonWealth believes the costs projected by PERC for residuals disposal
are reasonably consistent with calculations based on (1) the estimate of tons of waste
to be processed in the upcoming quarter; (2) the generation rates of these residual
streams in previous quarters; (3) actual unit costs for transportation and disposal of
each residual stream in previous quarters; and (4) projected unit costs for transport
and disposal of each residual stream in the upcoming quarters. Differences between
estimated and actual costs will be reconciled in the next quarterly adjustments.
4. Changes in rate of interest cost. CommonWealth has reviewed PERC’s calculations
of the changes of rate of interest cost for the prior and upcoming quarters and agrees
that the calculations are acceptable to the MRC. The calculations reflect the re-

